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Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Ralph M. Line Papers, 1945-80

Box 1:

Alpha Rho Chi Papers; Course Materials; Exhibits
   Correspondence, 1963-71
   Anthemdos Control Corporation, 1967-71
   Correspondence and Financial Records
   Anthemdos Control Corporation, 1966-69
   Treasurer's Record
Architecture- Student Zoomorph Project, 1958-59
Camera Club Competitions- Program and Ribbons, 1958-61
Cancer Exhibit, Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, Description, Floorplans, Photographs, 1948
   Correspondence, Personal, 1954, 1969
Course Materials- Papers and Comic Strips, 1954-61
Heart Exhibit, Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, Description, Plans, 1951
Newspaper Clippings, University of Illinois, 1954-56
   Programs, 1954-58
Photographs
   Apartment Building, New York, N.Y.
   Buildings, Exterior
   Cemetery and Stone Carving
   Churches
   Bad Schallerbach, Austria (1946)
   City and Riverfront Bridge
   Construction
   Bridges, Buildings
Courthouses
Farmhouses, Exterior
Greek Style Building and Sculpture
Homes, Exterior
Homes, Interior
House, Fire Damaged
Landscapes
Paintings
People
   University of Illinois Alumni Day, 1980
Still Objects
Trees, Wind Damaged
Windmill
Box 2:

Photographs-Chicago Rebuilds, Exhibit
   Chicago World's Fair Lakefront, 1893
   Line Residence, 1434 Carolina Drive, 1946
   707 West Nevada, c. 1948
   Miracle of Growth, Exhibit, c. 1950
   Bernard Ralph Maybeck, Architectural Genius, 1965
   Frank Lloyd Wright, Vision & Legacy
   Naval Training Unit, c. 1945
   Portraits, c. 1950
   South Bass Island, Ohio, c. 1945
   Student Work, Finished Models, 1958
      Floor Plans
         Charles Albanese, 1963
         Floor Plans and Models, John T. Hart
         Geometric Models

Box 3:

   Preliminary Models, 1950-58
   Sculptures
   Twitchell and Rudolph, Exhibit
   University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
   Williamsburg, Virginia